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DISTRICT ECONOMY REMAINS DEPRESSED percent from a year ago in the manufacturing indus-
BUT SIGNS OF MILD IMPROVEMENT APPEAR tries, employment in the transportation and public

utilities sectors was down only 1 .7 percent and in theNinth District economic activity in early 1971 trade sector matched its year-ago level. Meanwhile,
generally remained at the lower level of the previous employment was up 2.7 and 3.0 percent, respectively,
several months. However, some mildly encouraging in the government and service sectors and 1 .8 percentindications have appeared. District manufacturers in finance, insurance and real estate. Employment in
anticipate modest increases in sales through the first the construction and mining sectors advanced 2.0
half of 1971 and stronger gains during the third percent from a year ago.
quarter of this year. Residential construction con-
tinues to strengthen. Business loans by large city The district’s January unemployment rate, sea-
banks continued to rise strongly through the first half sonally adjusted, was 5.0 percent, compared to a
of February. national rate of 6.0 percent, according to preliminary

data. Although there has been very little change in the
The pace of Ninth District business activity re- district’s rate of joblessness in recent months, it is 2.7

mained slow during early 1971. In January, district percentage points above January 1970. Since district
payroll employment, seasonally adjusted, was up employment is essentially unchanged from a year ago,
slightly from the level of the fourth quarter of 1970. the increase in the district unemployment rate can be
Manufacturing employment persisted in declining attributed to the failure of the district’s economy to
again in January due to a further drop in durable grow fast enough to absorb the growth in the labor
goods manufacturing employment. Nondurable goods force. One group of labor force entrants who have
manufacturing employment was unchanged between suffered this past year from this lack of new jobs is
December and January. Employment in the other ex-servicemen; approximately 5,000 ex-servicemen are
nonagricultural sectors of the district’s economy in- drawing unemployment compensation in the district.
creased in January from fourth quarter levels. The rate of increase in Twin Cities consumer

District payroll employment in January was prices has slowed considerably in recent months. Be-
essentially unchanged from a year ago. Down 6.6 tween October and January the Minneapolis/St. Paul



consumer price index rose only 0.7 percent after fourth quarter was about 8 percent above the pre-
averaging quarterly gains of 1.5 percent in the 12 pre- ceding quarter. Denoting the relatively slack conditions
ceding months. The national advance in consumer in this sector, however, such awards were still about 5
prices was 0.9 percent from October to January. The percent below the same period a year earlier.
recent slowing in Twin Cities consumer price advances After remaining on a plateau for most of the
can be traced to a 1.9 percent decline in apparel and year, during the fourth quarter, contract awards for
upkee’ prices and a slight decline in food prices. In such things as dams, highways and bridges rose about
addition, housing, health and recreation, and trans- 11 percent from the third quarter level and were about
portation costs rose 0.3, 1.0, and 3.5 percent, respec- 30 percent above the same period a year earlier. A
tively, between October and January. part of this recent increase as well as that in nonresi-

dential building can be traced to the recent easing in
Other business indicators disclose very little municipal bond market conditions which has permit-fluctuation in district economic activity in early ted state and local governments to acquire long-term

1971. There was no change in the district’s help-wanted debt funds.advertising index, seasonally adjusted, between Dec-
ember and January, and the index is currently 44 SAVINGS AT SMALL BANKS STILL BOOMiNG
percent below itsyear-earlier level. The averageweekly CDs HELD AT BIG CITY BANKS DECLINE
hours worked in manufacturing dropped 2.0 percent Time and savings deposits at Ninth District
between December and January. member banks continued to expand rapidly during

January and the first half of February. Most of the
HOMEBU1LDING CONTINUES TO ADVANCE
MORTGAGE INTEREST RATES FALL RAPIDLY

Ninth District residential construction activity
continues to mirror the national picture by moving
well above the trough experienced early last year.
Following the uptrend through the latter half of
1970, the number of housing units authorized in the
district rose again in January. As a result, authoriza-
tions for new housing units during the six months
ending in January, seasonally adjusted, rose about 25
percent the preceding six-month period.

Expectations are that homebuilding activity will
remain strong over the next few months. Savings flows
to district thrift institutions remained strong in the
early part of this year and mortgage interest rates have
been declining rapidly since late 1970.

Conditions in other district construction sectors
have not changed materially over the past few months,
although there have been some mildly encouraging
signs regarding “heavy” construction. The valuation
of nonresidential building contract awards during the

increase occurred at banks located in rural areas and
at smaller banks in urban centers. Time deposits at
large city banks, on the other hand, were essentially
unchanged from December levels.

The continued vigorous growth of time deposits
at smaller banks is probably due to the fact that those
issued by these banks are owned largely by individ-
uals. Partly because of the uncertain economic out-
look, consumers have been saving an unusually large
portion of their incomes recently, not only at
commercial banks but also at savings and loan
associations and mutual savings banks. In addition to
increasing savings, consumers may also be shifting
them into these institutions from other types of
investments. Interest rates on U. S. government
securities, for example, have generally declined sharp-
ly in recent months, while rates on consumer savings
have changed very little.

Consumer time deposits at large city banks have
also continued to grow, but this advance has been
offset since December by a decline in large negotiable
certificates of deposit (large CDs) which are held



mainly by large corporations and government units.
Large CDs currently account for one-third of total
time deposits at large city banks.

Outstanding loans at Ninth District member
banks, after adjustment for seasonal movements, ad-
vanced strongly in January and continued to climb in
the early part of February. The growth of bank loans
so far in 1971, somewhat faster than in the latter part
of 1970, has occurred for the most part at large city
banks and has been principally centered in business
loans. Large city banks in the district have generally
kept pace with those in the nation in reducing the
prime rate to business loan customers. This reduction
may have improved the banks’ competitive position
compared to the commercial paper market and other
sources of short-term funds to corporate borrowers.

Seasonally adjusted loans at district rural banks
continued to advance strongly in January and early
February. The sustained pace of loan expansion re-
flects both the depressed farm income situation and
increased fund availability. Demand for loan refi-
nancing and tide-over loans has been stronger than
usual while pay-down on existing loans has fallen be-
low normal. At the same time, some banks have been
accommodating loan requests previously turned down
and stepping up their search for new loans because of
the heavier inflow of time deposits.

DISTRICT CAl LE FEEDING ACTIVITY DROPS
DECLINE LINKED TO HIGH CORN PRICES

The number of cattle on feed in the Ninth Dis-
trict is 7 percent below a year ago, according to
January 1 data. This is the first downturn since April
1969. In the intervening period, district feeding acti-
vity had expanded at an average rate of 8 percent per
year.

The January 1 totals show 1.053 million steers
and heifers on feed in the four complete states of the
Ninth District. Feeding activity in the district is some-
what seasonal, with the peak usually occurring in
January. The all-time high level of feeding in this

district was reached in January 1968 when 1.175
million steers and heifers were on feed.

The decline in cattle on feed appears to be the
result of national economic developments. High prices
for corn and other feeds following last fall’s extensive
corn blight damage caused farmers and feedlot man-
agers to take a cautious attitude toward placing
animals on feed. Fourth quarter placements in the
district dropped 15 percent from the number one year
earlier. The rise in feed prices also made further
weight gains more costly in animals already being
fed. District farmers and feedlot managers responded
by increasing fourth quarter marketings about 9 per-
cent over the level one year earlier.

Despite the heavier fourth quarter marketings, the
current weight distribution of middle to heavier weight
cattle on feed is about the same as on January 1,
1970.This is because prior to the fourth quarter there
had been a buildup in numbers of cattle in middle
weight categories. The present distribution portends
district marketings about level with last year through-
out the remainder of the first quarter of 1971 and
early in the second.

Reduced placements on feed and earlier market-
ings werealso seen in the national figures and combined
to produce the first national decline in cattle on feed
in 13 years. These events bolstered expectations and
caused a strengthening in cattle prices. For district
cattle feeders, the national strengthening caused a
January reversal in a gradual, seven-month price slide.

District ranchers apparently expected the price
turn-around and anticipate that it will be translated
into higher feeder cattle prices. The number of
heifers kept for beef cows increased sharply, register-
ing a 6 percent gain over the year-earlier level in
contrast to declines ranging from 4 to 7 percent in the
three previous years. In addition, a greater number of
cows which have already had at least one calf are
being retained for calving this year. This figure is up
3 percent from a year ago.



NINTH DISTRICT income and finance

FOOTNOTES
NOTES

1. Excluding Northwestern Wisconsin to domestic commercial city banks
e — Partially estimated; all data not available 2. All commercial banks, estimated by

7. Country Banks—All member banks
na. —Not available a sample of banks excluding the selected major city

3. Excluding Northwestern Wisconsin I~nks
p — Preliminary; subject to revision

and Upper Michigan
r—Revised 8. Average of daily figures of the four or

4. Last Wednesday of the month figures five weeks ending on Wednesday
sa —Seasonally adjusted data

5. City Banks—Selected banks in major which contain at least four days falling
U.S. and District do not have comparable data cities within the month

saar—Seasonaliy adjusted annual rate 6. Net loans and discounts less loans 9. Index: 1957-59 Base Period
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NINTH DISTRICT production and employment

NOTES FOOTNOTES

e—Partially estimated; all data not available 1. Index: 1957-59 Base Period

n.a.—Data not available 2. A sample of permit issuing centers

p—Preliminary; subject to revision 3. Excluding Northwestern Wisconsin

r—Revised 4. Six standard metropolitan statistical areas

sa — Seasonally adjusted data 5. A sample of centers blown up to represent
*_U.s. and District do not have comparable data total permits issued

saar—Seasonally adjusted annual rate 6. 226 centers excluding the seven leading centers
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INDUSTRIAL EXPECTATIONS SURVEY
FOURTH QUARTER SALES EQUAL YEAR-AGO percent in the fourth quarter and are expected to fall
SMALL SALES GAINS EXPECTED BY SPRING 4.7 percent from a year earlier in the current quarter.

Manufacturers of durable goods foresee their sales
Although the results of the latest Quarterly In- then rising 1.4 percent during the second quarter and

dustrial Expectations Survey, taken around the first 11 .3 percent in the third.
of February, fail to reveal any rejuvenation in district
industrial activity in early 1971, survey respondents
foresee their sales performance improving over the -

survey period. District industrial sales were essentially This expected improvement in durable goods
unchanged from a year ago in the fourth quarter of sales can be traced in large part to the machinery
1970, and they are expected to decline 2.2 percent industries. Nonelectric machinery industry sales were
from a year earlier in the first quarter of 1971. How- down 16.7 percent in the fourth quarter, and no
ever, industrial sales are anticipated to surpass year- significant improvement is foreseen in the current
earlier levels by 1.7 percent in the second quarter quarter. In the third quarter of 1971, however, non-
and then advance 6.2 percent in the third. electric machinery sales are expected to surpass year-

earlier levels by 8.2 percent. The expected sales
performance of the electric machinery industries is
similar to that of the nonelectric; in the third quarter
these sales are expected to be up 18.5 percent. The
metals, fabricated metals, transportation equipment
and scientific instrument industries also expect a
strong increase in third quarter sales.

The rate of sales gain in nondurable goods indus-
tries is expected to improve from 4.6 percent in the
fourth quarter of 1970 to 6.2 percent in the current

quarter and to remain at approximately this level for
the next two quarters. During this period, the sales
gains of the food and kindred products industry, the

district’s largest manufacturing industry, are expected
to vary between 4.0 and 5.0 percent.

If these sales gains are realized, they should

stimulate some recovery in district manufacturing
activity. In January, with durable and nondurable
goods employment down 11.1 and 1.4 percent, respec-

This improvement in district industrial sales tively, manufacturing employment was 6.6 percent
performance is limited, however, to the survey’s man- below its year-earlier level.
ufacturing component. After exceeding year-earlier
levels by 9.2 percent in the fourth quarter, district
mining sales are expected to be down 15.3 percent
from a year ago in the first. In the second and third
quarters of 1971, mining respondents look for their
sales to fall approximately 7.0 percent.

In contrast to the mining sales, district manu-
facturing sales in the fourth quarter of 1970 were
down slightly and are expected to match year-earlier
levels in the first quarter. Manufacturing respondents
expect their sales to be up 3.6 percent from a year
ago in the second quartdr and then to advance 8.8
percent in the third. These sales expectations are very
close to those anticipated in the previous survey. This
is the second consecutive survey in which manufac-
turing respondents expect their sales to strengthen
over the forecast period.

The source of this anticipated improvement in
manufacturing sales growth next year is the durable
goods industries. Durable goods sales dropped 6.3

The district’s slight fourth quarter decline in
manufacturing sales parallels the expected perfor-
mance of national manufacturing sales last quarter. In
the current quarter, however, national manufacturing
sales are anticipated to be up 6.5 percent as compared
to the district’s expected slight increase. The national
figures reflect the automobile industry’s effort to re-
cover from last fall’s General Motors strike, and the
automobile industry does not have the relative impor-
tance in the district’s economy that it does in the
national economy.


